Ad concept or copy testing?
Time to test the tests

It’s a career defining moment.
Almost everyone loves your
big idea for the next ad
campaign. But before the
storyboard is converted into a
real advertising campaign, you
want to test the creative. Just
in case. After all, if it doesn’t

work with consumers, that’s a
lot of investment wasted and
your career defining moment
may turn into a career limiting
one. So your next big decision
is, do you test the concept, or
test the copy? Or both?

At MetrixLab we’ve been
helping advertisers develop
more effective creative for
more than a decade. We offer
a range of solutions including
concept testing (ACT-Early)
and copy testing (ACT-Copy),
and our experience has shown
us that a combination of the
two results in better
campaigns and stronger brand
impact. But we

wanted independent evidence
to support this. We requested a
leading university to interrogate
46 case studies where analysis
was conducted at both the
concept and copy testing stage.
We asked them to answer this
question: “Do the results of a
concept test for a commercial
idea predict the results of a
copy test?”

The details
In our concept and copy testing,
we focus on key performance
indicators (KPI) which includes
this selection:
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Testing the tests: what did we learn?
• You can spot good/bad
creative ideas early in the
development stage. In the
university's study, concept
test results did predict copy
test results.

• Enjoy better ad
breakthrough. Implementing
recommendations from ACTEarly concept tests results in
better creative executions.

• Brands should not reject copy
testing. A good concept test
score does not guarantee
good final creative. Copy
testing is an important second
quality check, and your
final opportunity to improve
creative before a large
proportion of your media
budget is committed.

Appendix: How it was done
The predictability of the
concept test was evaluated
through regression analysis
of the main KPIs in both
ACT-Early and ACT-Copy
tests respectively.

The first step was to identify
if there was a statistically
significant relationship
between the KPIs for both
tests (i.e. are concept KPIs
predictive of copy testing KPIs).

In addition, ACT-Early
study recommendations
for improvement were
accommodated. We analyzed
the impact of implementing
recommendations on the
results of the corresponding
ACT-Copy tests. We made
a distinction based on the
number of recommendations

acted on in the final execution
tested in the copy test
(splitting cases into two
groups): those where 80%+ of
the recommendations were
followed vs. situations where
less than 80% of the
recommendations
were followed.

Learn more
To understand more about our
range of solutions, including
concept testing (ACT-Early) and
copy testing (ACT-Copy), visit
www.metrixlab.com or contact
us at info@metrixlab.com.
MetrixLab, a Macromill Group
company, is the fastest growing
provider of market and
consumer insights. With 1,600
research experts in 27 offices
worldwide, we turn data from
online surveys, social media and
enterprise systems into valuable
business information and
actionable consumer insights.
This helps leading companies
drive product innovation,
brand engagement and
customer value.
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